Problem
• Given n-point set and k>1 find a partition of minimum cost • "Geometric" cost function
• Approximately optimal

Results
• 2-clustering -n log n approximate algorithm for fixed ε>0
• k-clustering
• Can be improved with known lower bound on cluster size
Really Easy Problem
• Given X and cluster centers c 1 , c 2 , …, c k , find the optimal clustering of X General Approach
• Snap X to a grid • Cover the space with points -potential cluster centers -polynomial in n
• Test subsets of size k to find the best centers -only test sufficiently different subsets
• Aiming for a "near linear" algorithm Polynomial Grid
• Thm: Let d and k 0 be fixed. Suppose there is an algorithm A that, for a given ε>0, k k 0 , and an n-point multiset X' R d with points lying on an integer grid of size O(n 3 /ε), finds an (1+ε)-approximately optimal k-clustering of X'. Then a (1+ε)-approximately optimal k 0 clustering for an arbitrary n-point subset X R d can be computed with O(n log n) preprocessing and with at most C calls to algorithm A, with various at most n-point sets X', with k k 0 , and with αε instead of ε, where α>0 and C are constants.
• Pf: Grid size δ = αε∆/5n 2 , ∆ = diam(X)/n. Let X be the original and X' the snapped set. If Π is the clustering of X, and Π' is corresponding clustering of X' Approximate k-clustering
• Instead of looking at all k-tuples in C, we only need to look at ε-complete set.
-Still too many for near-linear algorithm
• Look at ε -well spread tuples instead, i.e. no subset is 1/ε isolated -Y X is 1/ε isolated if there is x X/Y such that that is a distance
• Let C R d be an m-point set. Then we can compute the set C' of k-tuples s.t.
-For any ε -well spread k-tuple in C, there is a tuple in C' that is ε -near it -|C|=O(mε -k 2 
